
 

 
ICD-10: The Seventh Character 
Helpful Tip 

The up and the down side of ICD-10 is the added specificity of the 
codes. Now we are better able to describe the condition as well as which part and which side of 
the body is affected. In some cases, we also can classify the nature of the visit by using the “7th 
character” in an ICD-10 code. However, there are some rules of the road that apply. Here’s 
what you need to know: 

• The 7th character is used for codes in selected chapters of the ICD-10 codebook only. 
The chapter that is relevant to therapists is Chapter 19 - Injuries, poisoning and 
certain other consequences of external causes related to single body regions. 

• We’re anticipating additional payer clarification regarding use of the 7th character after 
October 1, 2015. For now, here is our recommendation: 

o A (Initial Encounter) – unless a payer tells you differently, use this letter for the 
7th character when you are the point of entry into the health care system (aka, the 
patient has self-referred to you via direct access).  

o D (Subsequent Encounter) - unless a payer tells you differently, use this letter 
for the 7th character when the patient is referred to you from a qualified provider 
(i.e., MD, DO, NP, PA, etc.) OR on the follow up visit in the direct access 
scenario. 

o S (Sequela Encounter) – don’t use this letter until payers issue clarification 
about how they want you to do so. 

BMS will be watching for additional payer rules for ICD-10. Meanwhile, what can you do? 

• Watch for our updates by tuning into the Resource Center and/or checking your email. 

• Notify BMS immediately (with the source document) if you receive direct communication 
from your payers about ICD-10 code use. 
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Charges: Using the Medicare Cap 
Tab to Add a Patient’s Charges 
From Another Facility 
Helpful Tip 

The Medicare Cap tab 
is located on the patient 
information page. The 
information you enter on 
this tab is based on the 
dollar amount already 
applied to a patient’s 
Medicare Therapy Cap 
before he or she is seen 
for the first time at your 
clinic. 

If a patient was seen at 
another facility for physical therapy, they have a dollar amount applied to their Medicare 
Therapy Cap. This amount needs to be added to the dollar amount charged in RevFlow to 
determine at which time the KX modifier needs to be added to the patient’s charges.  

Note that there are two therapy caps, one for physical therapy/speech (combined) and one for 
occupational therapy. You should check a patient’s prior use of any of these therapy benefits as 
part of your eligibility verification process. This ensures that RevFlow can most accurately 
estimate when the patient is approaching the therapy cap limit. 

You can find the total dollar amount already applied to the patient’s Medicare Therapy Cap on 
the Medicare website when you check eligibility. You can also request this information when you 
call Medicare to verify eligibility.  
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EMR: Inactivating a Clinical Note 
Helpful Tip 

 
There may be times when you want to delete a clinical note in RevFlow. For accurate record-
keeping purposes, you cannot delete a clinical note. Instead, you can make it inactive. An 
inactive clinical note is archived in RevFlow in a background file that is not visible. There are a 
few legitimate reasons for making a note inactive: the wrong Visit Type is selected for the note, 
the note is created on the wrong case, or the wrong patient is selected for the note.  

It is important to understand that you do not need to inactivate a note you created when a 
patient doesn’t come to an appointment. In this situation, just save the note and then re-open it 
on the next appointment and change the Date of Service to the current date.  

Another important detail is that you cannot recover an inactivated note without assistance from 
RevFlow Support. Just contact us at RevFlowSupport@bmsemail.com for help with this.  

Follow these steps to inactivate a clinical note:  

1. Click on Admin > Documentation > Notes Activation Management on the menu bar at 
the top of the frame.  

2. The Notes Activation Management search page displays. Enter at least one search 
parameter in one of the text fields on the left side of the page, then click Search.  

3. The note(s) matching your search criteria display on the right side of the page. Double-click 
on the note you want to inactivate, then click Edit.  

4. The Notes Activation Management page for the note you selected displays. Enter a 
reason for the inactivation in the Activation Change Reason box, then uncheck the Is 
Active check box. Click Save at the bottom of the page. The note is no longer visible in the 
patient’s record.  

To find more information about about this, see the document EMR: Inactivating a Clinical Note 
QuickTopic in the RevFlow Provider Resources > QuickTopics folder in the BMS Library. 
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We’ve been alerted by our Members to an uptick in missing ERAs. During the course of our investigation, 
we spoke with several clearinghouses who’ve indicated that payer changes—such as consolidation—are 
the primary cause for missing EOBs/ERAs. Unfortunately, because we do not control how the payers 
manage their ERAs, there is nothing we can do to prevent these issues from occurring.  
 
What we can do is help reconcile the ERAs back to your account.  

How will I know if I’m missing an ERA? 
Typically, you’ll notice the missing remits when balancing your payments or when closing your month. 
 
Some examples include: 

● Receiving a check in the mail, but being unable to locate the corresponding ERA in RevFlow. 
○ Navigation: e-EOB > Eob Clinic Summary 

● A deposit into your bank account, without a related ERA. 
  
Important: Please allow four business days after the receipt of the EFT/Check before following the 
missing ERA process below. This is the standard outlined in the Affordable Care Act. 

I’m missing an ERA, what should I do?  
1. For the quickest resolution, call the payer directly.  
2. Ask them to mail or fax a duplicate EOB.  
3. Then, email edi.help@webpt.com to notify us of the missing ERA(s) and provide the following 

information: 
a. Payer Name 
b. Check Number/EFT Number 
c. Check Date 
d. Check Amount 

 
Important: These details are required to open an EDI ticket.  

Missing ERAs (RevFlow) | December 2019 | Page 1 of 1 
This document is proprietary and confidential. No one may share this document without expressed written consent from WebPT. 
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Output Reports: Regenerating 
When Patient Information Changes 
Helpful Tip 

If you change a patient’s name, date of birth, or referring physician after a clinical note is 
finalized, you can regenerate the output report for the finalized note. This ensures that the report 
contains the correct, current information. Here’s how you do this: 

1. Update the patient’s name or date of birth in the patient’s record, or update the patient’s 
referring physician in the case for the finalized note. 

2. Open the finalized note and click on the Sign Note tab. 

3. At the bottom of the Sign Note tab, click the button Regenerate Report. 

RevFlow creates a new output report with the updated information.  
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Payment Posting: Quickly Find 
Payment Details in the Error 
Correction Window 
Helpful Tip 

When you’re working in the Error Correction window and there is much detail displayed on the 
page, it can be difficult to spot a particular check number, payment amount, or any other specific 
payment details. Using CTRL + F is a handy way to quickly find the information you’re looking 
for. Here’s how: 

1. Be sure the Error Correction window is active. To do this, click anywhere on the window. 

2. Press CTRL and the letter F at the same time. 

3. A search box displays. In Internet Explorer, it displays at the top of the window on the tab 
row. In Firefox, it displays at the bottom of the page and has no label. 

4. In the search box, type the word or number you want to find. Internet Explorer highlights 
each occurrence of a match. In Firefox, you must use the up and down arrows next to the 
search word to see each occurrence, or you can press the Enter key.  

That’s all there is to it. The highlighted search results make it easy to zero in on the payment 
details you’re looking for.  
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Printing: Resolving Issues With 
Printing From RevFlow 
Helpful Tip 

If you are unable to print from RevFlow, there are various reasons why: 

• Pop-up blockers 

• Browser cache being full 

• Print spooler issues 

Pop-up Blockers 
Pop-up blockers are enabled by default on all browsers to prevent unwanted pop-ups from 
websites. However, if the pop-up blocker is turned on and RevFlow isn’t listed on the browser’s 
exception list, you won’t be able to print from RevFlow. For instructions on how to turn off the 
pop-up blocker for your browser, see the System Requirements Technology Guide in the library 
in the BMS Resource Center. It’s located in the folder RevFlow Resources for All Users.  

Browser Cache 
The browser cache is temporary storage on your computer for files downloaded by your browser 
to display web content. At times this cache can become full, causing slowness within RevFlow 
and the inability to print files. The instructions below explain how to clear the cache for your 
browser. 

Clearing Internet Explorer’s Cache 

1. Click Safety on Internet Explorer’s menu toolbar at the top-right of the browser. Or, click on 
Tools, then Internet Options, and finally Delete (in the Browsing History Section). 

2. Click Delete Browsing History from the drop-down menu. 

3. Deselect Preserve Favorites Website Data. 

4. Select Temporary Internet Files, Cookies, and History. 

5. Click Delete. 

6. Close all Internet Explorer windows and restart Internet Explorer. 
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Clearing Firefox’s Cache 

1. Click Tools in the main menu at the top of the Firefox window. Select Options. If you are 
using a Mac, you access these settings by clicking the Firefox menu, then selecting 
Preferences. 

2. Click on Advanced in the menu on the left side of the page. 

3. Click the Network tab at the top of the page. 

4. In the Offline Web Content and User Data section, click Clear Now. 

5. Once the clearing finishes, click OK at the bottom of the window (this step isn’t necessary 
on the Mac). 

6. Close all Firefox windows and restart Firefox. 

Clearing Safari 8.0+’s Cache (Mac) 

1. Click the Safari menu, then select Preferences.  

2. In the Preferences window, click Privacy at the top of the window. 

3. Click the Remove All Website Data button. 

4. Click Remove Now. 

Print Spooler 
The print spooler is a service in the Windows operating system that controls the interactions 
between a print job request and the physical printer. Problems with the print spooler include 
print jobs getting stuck in the print queue, the printer stops working, or other errors. Restarting 
the print spooler service can fix the connection, allowing documents to print. 

To change or restart the print spooler service, you must be logged into Windows as an 
administrator. Follow these steps: 

1. Open Administrative Tools: click the Start button, click Control Panel, click System and 
Maintenance, and then click Administrative Tools. 

2. Double-click Services. If you are prompted for an administrator password or confirmation, 
type the password or provide confirmation. 

3. Right-click the Print Spooler service, and then click Properties. 

4. On the General tab, next to Startup Type, make sure that Automatic is selected. 

5. If the service is not already running, under Service status, click Start and then click OK. If 
you are prompted for an administrator password or confirmation, type the password or 
provide confirmation. 
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Reports: Working the Arrived 
Appointments Without Charge for 
Date of Service Report 
Helpful Tip 

The report Arrived Appointments Without Charge for Date of Service is a list of 
appointments that don’t have charges that match up to the information on the appointment. If 
you’ve used this report, and you see patients listed there and you’re not sure why they’re there, 
this Helpful Tip helps explain why. If you haven’t used this report, then after reading this Helpful 
Tip you’ll see how you can use this report to identify appointments that need to be worked on 
before charges can be billed. 

First of all, if there are no charges, then you need to identify if there should be and then get the 
charges in. You can either manually enter them in or have the therapist finalize the note.  

If there are charges, then the problem is that the information on the charges and the 
appointment don’t match. Here are a few things to look out for when researching why the patient 
is listed on the report: 

• Check the patient’s ledger to verify that charges were entered for the date of service. You 
can find the patient’s ledger on the left navigation bar when viewing a patient’s account. 

• Check the location on the patient’s appointment history and make sure it matches the Place 
of Service the charges were applied to. 

• If the patient was seen on the date of service, but isn’t being charged for the visit, then the 
appointment needs to be edited to change the appointment Status from Arrived to 
Courtesy or No Charge. For information about how to set up the statuses available for 
appointments, see the document Setting up Appointment Statuses QuickTopic in the library 
in the BMS Resource Center. 

• Check the clinical note to see if an addendum was created that changed the date of service 
to a different date. If so, the therapist must either create an additional addendum to correct 
the date of service, or a new note must be created for that date of service. 

If you check the items above and you are still not sure why the patient is on the report, please 
contact RevFlow Support at (909) 981-2341 ext. 3140 or RevFlowSupport@bmsemail.com.  
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Resource Center: You Can “Like” 
a Post in the Resource Center 
Helpful Tip 

Did you know that posts in the Resource Center have a “Like” feature similar to what you see in 
other social media platforms? You can find it beneath any post. Clicking Like is a great way to 
let us know which posts are helpful to you, which helps us plan what to focus on in the future. 
You can also provide comments by clicking Comment. This is another way to let us know if 
something is especially helpful. 

As an example, we provide “Helpful Tips” posts to give you inside information on tips and 
techniques to help you use RevFlow more efficiently and effectively. If you click Like on one of 
our tips, that tells us that we’ve provided useful information and lets us know to provide more of 
the same. We look forward to hearing from you! 

Click Like or Comment to let 
us know how we’re doing. 
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Scanning: Removing a Scanned 
Document From a Patient Account 
Helpful Tip 

When scanning documents into a patient account there can be instances where you may have 
accidentally assigned a scanned document to the wrong patient account. To remove a scanned 
document from a patient account, you need to access the image indexes.  

1. Select Scanning from the menu bar and then select Image Indexes. 

2. Search by the Image Name or by the Patient name.  

3. In the list of search results, double-click on the image you want to remove.  

4. Click Edit and uncheck the box Is Indexed.  

5. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page.  

This removes the document from the patient account and moves the document back to the 
Scanned Queue for reassignment or removal. 
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Schedule Set Up: Adding or 
Removing a Provider From the 
Schedule 
Helpful Tip 

Being able to change a provider's schedule settings is essential when a provider will be working 
at a different place of service or leaves the company. Authorized users that can edit a provider’s 
schedule settings are able to add or remove a place of service to allow appointments to be 
scheduled at a different place of service (in addition to other settings). This Helpful Tip shows 
step-by-step how to edit a provider’s schedule settings to add or remove places of service from 
the schedule.  

Before removing a provider’s place of service be sure to reschedule any remaining 
appointments from the provider's schedule. The provider will no longer display on the schedule 
for any places of service you remove. 

1. Start by selecting Admin on the top menu bar. Then select Scheduler Mgmt and 
Scheduler Administration. 

2. You can either click Search at the bottom of the page to display all the providers in the 
company or you can search by the provider's first or last name. 

3. Double-click on the provider name that displays in the search results. This displays the 
Information and Settings tab for that provider. 

4. Click Edit at the bottom of the page to make changes. 

5. Two whites boxes display with your company's places of service. The left box or Available 
Place of Service lists all the locations where the provider does not treat. The right box or 
Selected Place of Service lists all the locations where the provider does treat.  

6. To add a provider to a place of service, click to select a place of service on the left and click 
the Add button to move it to the Selected Place of Service box. 
 
or 
 
To remove a provider from a place of service, select the place of service on the right and 
click the Remove button to move it to the Available Place of Service box. If a provider 
leaves the company, do this for each place of service listed in the box on the right.  

7. Click Save at the bottom of the page to save your changes. 

Note that if you are removing a provider who has left your practice you also need to email 
RevFlowSupport@bmsemail.com to make additional changes to your database. 
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Scheduler: Removing All 
Appointments for a Patient 
Helpful Tip 

There may be situations where a patient is scheduled for future appointments on the schedule, 
however the patient just called stating that he will no longer be attending physical therapy. Here 
is a quick way to remove all scheduled appointments for a patient account. 
1. Go to the patient account by clicking on the patient name in the patient header or by using 

Patient Search. 

2. In the left navigation bar click on View Schedule (located under Current Page). This 
displays the schedule with only this particular patient’s appointments. 

3. On the top right of the schedule, click the List View button. This lists all the appointments 
for this patient in a new window. 

4. Click the button Cancel All Scheduled Appts at the bottom of the window. 

5. A confirmation message displays. Select a reason for the cancellation and then click OK.  

All scheduled appointments for the patient are removed from the schedule. 
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Tabs: Using the Secondary Tab 
Helpful Tip 

 
A little known feature in RevFlow is the use of a secondary tab. The secondary tab was 
introduced to alleviate the need to reload the schedule when a user needs to access a patient 
account or posting a copayment. This secondary tab can essentially help decrease the schedule 
loading time by keeping the schedule open in its original tab and open requested information in 
another. You can easily identify it as it is the only tab highlighted in green, and it’s positioned 
directly below the first tab in the upper-left corner of the RevFlow window. Below are two ways 
to access this secondary tab.  

Patient Header  

1. With the schedule displayed, select a patient appointment to display the patient’s name in 
the header.  

2. Right-click on the patient’s name in the header and select Open in Secondary Tab. 

3. This opens the patient’s account information in a green secondary tab that displays below 
tab #1 in the upper-left corner of the RevFlow window. The tab that contains the schedule 
stays open in one of the four main tabs on the line above the secondary tab.  

Collecting a Copay 

1. With the schedule view displayed, double-click on a patient appointment that you are 
checking in as arrived and collecting a copay.  

2. Change the appointment Status to Arrived. This displays the Pat. Payment Collected 
check box.  

3. Check the Pat. Payment Collected check box and click OK to save your changes.  

4. After clicking OK the Unassigned Payments page displays in the secondary tab below tab 
#1. The tab that contains the schedule stays open in one of the four main tabs. 
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